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ABSTRACT  
The most common imaging technique for brain is MR 

imaging it is a non-invasive method. Brain tumors are mainly 

classified as benign or malignant tumors depending on their 

growth pattern. The manual analysis of brain tumor on MRI is 

time consuming and subjective Intensity inhomogeneity is 

very challenging task image segmentation to avoid thus type 

of problem, in this paper describe the very efficient and 

accurate segmentation techniques. This paper presents a 

comprehensive review of the methods and techniques used to 

detect brain tumor through MRI image segmentation.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In the current clinical inflation medical imaging is becoming a 

very important aspect for many applications from diagnosis to 

treatment. At present, the diagnosis of patient is not done 

without the use of imaging technologies. In modern medicine, 

various medical images- MRI ,Ultrasound, CT, Scintigraphy, 

SPECT, PET, X-ray etc play an important role in process of 

disease diagnosing and treating and have become major 

evidence to ensure disease [36].  Magnetic resonance (MR) 

imaging has several advantages over other medical imaging 

modalities such as a useful non invasive technique for 

assisting in clinical diagnoses, due to its high contrast 

resolution across the entire field of view, multispectral 

characteristics[16] and ability to provide rich information 

about human soft tissue[23]. MRI has provided useful 

information in the field of like reparative surgery, 

radiotherapy treatment planning, stereotactic neurosurgery 

[11]. 

Segmentation of MR brain images is the first step of 

quantitative analysis. In medical imaging analysis field 

[8][15], segmentation is very challenging for both normal and 

abnormal tissues of the brain that have complicated structures. 

While segmentation methods have been successful on normal 

Tissues, but in the abnormal tissues theoretical and 

experimental work still remains [23]. Brain tumor vary greatly 

in size and position, variety of shape and appearance 

properties, intensities overlapping with normal brain 

tissue.[17] Over the last 15-16 years, researchers has been 

focused on semi-automatic and fully automatic methods for 

detecting and segmenting brain tumors from MRI scans[14].  
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The accurate and automatic segmentation of brain MRI image 

is of great interest for assessing tumour growth and enhancing 

computer-assisted surgery, planning radiation therapy, and 

constructing tumour growth models[37].   

Difficulties in segmentation of brain MRI: the problems of 

MRI include- Noise, Intensity inhomogeneity, Shading 

artefact, Partial volume.  

There are still some challenges such as accurate and 

reproducible segmentation and characterization of 

abnormalities using intelligent algorithms due to the variety of 

shapes, locations and image intensities of different brain 

tumors.  

This paper presents a review of the methods and techniques 

used during brain tumor detection through MRI image 

segmentation. This paper focuses on developing a automated 

brain tumor detection and segmentation system. This will 

enhance the detection and visualization of brain tumors from 

the output of MRI scans. 

There are diverse motivations for the development of methods 

for automatic medical image segmentation.  Every year, new 

brain MRI automatic segmentation algorithms are published. 

This survey describes different segmentation methods for 

brain MRI images. This paper is organized as follows. Section 

II discusses various automatic segmentation methods and 

techniques. Section III concludes this survey.  

2. REVIEW OF TECHNIQUES FOR 

BRAIN SEGMENTATION  
The purposes of this study an automated detection and 

segmentation techniques for the extraction of brain tumor 

region and separation of tumor on the MR image. This MR 

image helps to overcome the time taking process of manual 

segmentation of large datasets. 

2.1. Fuzzy based methods 
Fuzzy logic is a set of mathematical principles for knowledge 

representation based on degrees of classical binary logic. In 

brain tumor segmentation fuzzy systems allow for the 

development of methods to perform the tasks related to 

intelligent human behaviours.  

Dunn suggested image segmentation using fuzzy c-means 

(FCM) clustering algorithm [1] [25]. FCM implementated by 

many researchers and provide improved version for 

segmentation for brain MRI.  
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In this method Arakeri et al. [39] After FCM researcher to 

overcome the intensity inhomogeneities in FCM proposed 

modified version of MFCM. Accuracy is one of the important 

factors for brain image segmentation applications, they 

preferred computational techniques. MFCM is applied to the 

approximate image to segment the tumor and contain more 

detail of the images. [12]  

Rajendran proposed fuzzy logic processing using c-means 

clustering on MR images for brain tumor segmentation [30]. 

FCM algorithm fails to deal with significant properties of 

images, which leads to strong noise sensitivity. To overcome 

this weakness, proposed a new clustering algorithm named 

PCM. possibilistic membership, are very sensitive to the 

choice of the additional parameters of PCM, which directly 

decide the clustering accuracy.  

To overcome the weakness of the original PCM algorithm 

combined the objective function of PCM and FCM into a new 

objective function and PFCM, which can be interpreted as 

PCM and FCM, respectively, in some special cases where 

some proper parameter were adopted Xuan ji et al. [34] [35]. 

Pal et al. [24] Proposed EPFCM method, distance metric in 

PCFM is modified in such a way that includes memberships, 

both local non local spatial neighbourhood information to 

overcome the noise effect in MRI brain medical images 

Table 1 Overview of fuzzy based methods 

Proposed 

methods 

Remark 

FCM  To improve the segmentation                                  

performance tremendously.  

 This improves the segmentation  

 Performance dramatically.  

 Poor contrast, noise and intensity 

inhomogeneities can affect the 

results 

MFCM  Best for segmentation. 

 Less computational time. 

 Converges  

 To overcome the intensity 

inhomogeneities in FCM proposed 

modified version of FCM.  

FPCM  Fuzzy rule-based system 

identification. 

 Generates typical values when 

clustering unlabeled data 

 Ignores the noise sensitivity 

deficiency of FCM  

 Overcomes the coincident clusters 

problem of PCM 

 

2.2. Thresholding based Methods 
In thresholding approach image segmentation is based on gray 

level intensity value of pixels. Thresholding procedure 

determining a intensity value which breaks the desired 

sections. Then segmentation achieved by grouping pixels 

greater intensity into one single section of threshold and all 

other pixels into another section. 

Prastawa et al. [13] proposed automatic brain tumor 

segmentation from MRI. This paper identifies the presence of 

edema. In this Robust estimation and outlier detection gives 

new concept for detecting abnormalities in the brain. 

Rastgarpour et al. [32] Image segmentation through thresh 

holding is considered to be a simple and powerful approach to 

segment the images that have light objects on dark 

background.  

Kang et al. [26] Thresh holding is a technique which is based 

on image space region, that is, on characteristics of image.   

Laxman et al. [22] present a method to characterize technique 

using marker controlled watershed segmentation method and 

used region property (parameters are used). Bhat et al. [28] 

proposed watershed and active contour algorithm combining 

techniques used to overcome computational complexity and 

insensitive to noise. 

R.B.dubey et al. [33] in this paper comparing three methods 

for evaluating their relative performance in the segmentation 

of tumor.     

Aliaksei maistrou [19] Another way of modelling active 

contours, that was initially presented by Osher and Sethian in 

[3], implements Level Set methods. Cumulative idea and main 

difference between the Snakes method and Level Set methods 

is that in all Level Set methods an active contour is presented 

implicitly through a value of scalar function.    

The level set method used as numerical technique for tracking 

interfaces and shapes has been increasingly applied to image 

segmentation in past decade. Contour based level set method 

represents as the zero level set of a higher dimensional 

function, is called a level set function. In the level set 

representation, the image segmentation problem can be solved 

and formulated by well established mathematical theories, 

including calculus of variation and partial differential 

equations (PDE). Also represent contours/surfaces with 

complex topology. Level set method segmentation can be 

categorized into two classes: region based model and edge 

based models.  

Chunming Li et al. [20] [31] proposed variation level set 

approach to segment the brain MR images in the presence of 

intensity inhomgenety. In this paper level set method is apply 

to overcome the MR image   intensity inhomogenety during 

brain tumor segmentation.  

Another LI et al. [21] this paper proposed new variational 

level set formulation in which the regularity of the level set 

function is intrinsically maintained during level set evaluation.   

Table 2 Overview of Thresholding based methods 

Proposed 

methods  

Remark 

Threshold 

and outlier 

detection 

 The detecting technique 

uses a concept to detect 

difference between normal 

and abnormal space.  

 Intensity features used  

Level set 

evolution 

 Best for segmentation. 

 Less computational time. 

 Useful for image with 

intensity inhomogeneity,  

 Give good performance for 

images with weak object 

boundaries. 
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Marker 

controlled 

watershed 

 Noise and local irregularity 

from the noisy images has 

to be removed by efficient 

filtering method in order to 

improve the image quality. 

 Thresholed values 

dependent on shape and 

size of tumor. 

 Exclude a number of non 

significant minima.  

2.3 Region Growing based Methods 
Region growing is the simplest region-based segmentation 

that groups pixels or sub-region into larger regions based on 

pre-defined criteria. The pixel aggregation starts with a set of 

seed points in a way that the corresponding regions grow by 

appending to each seed points those neighbouring pixels that 

similar properties 

Such as: 

 Gray level  

 Texture  

 Color 

 shape 

Region growing is not often used alone because it is not 

sufficient to segment brain structures accurately and robustly. 

Pohle suggested that region growing can be an integrated 

technique using multi-level sets of boundary information [9].  

As compared to edge detection method, segmentation 

algorithms based on region are very simple and strongly 

immune to noise [18] 

Sato, lakare et al. [6] proposed a gradient magnitude based 

region growing algorithm for accurate segmentation. In this 

paper gradient magnitude based region growing algorithm 

solves the partial-volume-effect problem on the boundary. 

Region splitting:  

 start from a set of seed points 

 Region splitting starts with the whole image as a 

single region 

 Subdivides it into subsidiary regions recursively 

 While a condition of homogeneity is not satisfied. 

Region merging: 

 Opposite of region splitting 

 Way of avoiding over-segmentation. 

 Take small regions and merge the region that have 

similar characteristics 

o Gray level 

o Variance. 

Tien Lin [41] In This paper author can be extracted from 

digitalized images by variety of ways. Fractal based features 

are in the problem of texture classification. 

 

 

Carlos S et al. [38] suggest fast parameter free region growing 

segmentation. In this paper adaptively sample contrast 

measure, and in the normalizing strategy that allows for 

generalization of the contrast sampling rate. 

Table 3 Overview of region growing based methods  

Proposed 

methods  

Remark 

Fractal 

wavelet 

texture 

feature[27] 

 It has no availability of 

multimodality MR images data 

Texture 

feature 

 Good results and also achieved 

very accurate results of 

segmentation which Effectively 

extract the tumor region from brain 

MR images. 

Seed-based 

region 

growing 

 This is used by a human or 

automatically by avoiding areas of 

high contrast 

 Used for large gradient 

 

Fast 

marching –

based region 

growing 

 Accurate results of segmentation 

which effectively extract the tumor 

region from brain MR images. 

 

2.4 Clustering based Methods 
Cluster analysis or clustering is the task of grouping a set of 

objects in such a way that objects in the same group  are more 

similar to each other than to those in other groups. Farley et al 

[5] suggest dividing the clustering methods into main groups: 

hierarchical and partitioning methods. Han et al. [10] suggest 

categorizing the methods into additional three main 

categories: density-based methods, model-based clustering 

and grid based clustering Partitioning methods relocate 

instances by moving them from one cluster to another, starting 

from an initial partitioning. 

The simplest and most commonly used algorithm, employing 

a squared error criterion is the K-means algorithm.  K-mean is 

one of the simplest unsupervised learning algorithms that 

solve the well known clustering problem. The K-mean 

clustering is a popular approach to partition d- dimensional 

data into K clusters such that an objective function providing 

the desired properties of the distribution of feature vectors of 

clusters in terms of similarity and distance measures is 

optimized. A generalized K-mean clustering algorithm 

initially places K clusters at arbitrarily selected cluster 

centroids vi = 1, 2…k and modifies centroids for the 

formation of new cluster shapes optimizing the objective 

function. The K-means clustering method optimizes the sum-

of squared- error-based objective function. 

 

Haung et al. [4] presented the K-prototypes algorithm which 

is based on the K-mean algorithm but removes numeric data 

limitation while preserving it efficiency. Kaufmann et al. [2] 

presents another method to minimize the SSE in k-medoids. 

   

Hoppner et al. [7] suggests a soft clustering schema. In this 

each pattern is associated with every cluster using 

membership function called fuzzy set. 
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Table 4 Overview of clustering based methods 

Proposed 

methods  

Remark 

k-mean 

clustering[40] 

 Its produce tighter clusters 

than hierarchical 

clustering, especially if the 

clusters are globular. 

 Partitions to reduce the 

number of false edges and 

over-segmentation 

Cluster index. 

K-means [29] 

 The color converted 

segmentation with K-means 

clustering algorithm  

 The regions of the brain 

related to tumors can be 

correctly separated from 

colored image.    

Fuzzy 

clustering(FCM)  

  

 This improves the 

segmentation performance 

dramatically. 

Local 

correntropy-based 

k-mean cluster. 

Wang [42] 

 Cluster algorithm can be 

robust to the outliers.  

 To solve the distortion 

occurred by noise and 

intensity inhomogeneity. 

 

3. CONCLUSION  
This survey mainly focuses on the study of brain tumor 

segmentation on MR images. a simple and effective algorithm 

for automatic tissue classification. The method has been 

applied to the segmentation of MR brain structures with 

intensity inhomgeneities and noise. Among all methods 

discussed for MR brain. A segmentation technique is more 

effective, more robust for different level of noise, less 

iteration steps and more accurate for both 2D and 3D brain 

MR image segmentation. Moreover, for good initialization 

thereby allowing fully automated application. 
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